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Abstract  26 

 27 

Modulators are generally expected to establish a network configuration that is appropriate for the 28 

current circumstances.  We characterize a situation where the opposite is apparently observed.  A 29 

network effect of a peptide modulator is counterproductive in that it tends to impede rather than 30 

promote the creation of the configuration that is appropriate when the modulator is released.  31 

This raises a question, why does release occur?  We present data that strongly suggest that it 32 

impacts task switching.  Our experiments were conducted in an Aplysia feeding network that 33 

generates egestive and ingestive motor programs.  Initial experiments focused on egestive activity 34 

and the neuron B8.  As activity becomes egestive there is an increase in synaptic drive to B8 and 35 

its firing frequency increases (Wang et al., 2019).  We show that as this occurs there is also a 36 

persistent current that develops in B8 that is outward rather than inward.  Dynamic clamp 37 

introduction of this current decreases excitability.  When there is an egestive-ingestive task switch 38 

in Aplysia negative biasing is observed, i.e., a bout of egestive activity has a negative impact on a 39 

subsequent attempt to initiate an ingestive response (Proekt et al., 2004).  Using an in vitro analog 40 

of negative biasing we demonstrate that the outward current that develops during egestive 41 

priming plays an important role in establishing this phenomenon. Our data suggest that although 42 

the outward current induced as activity becomes egestive is counterproductive at the time; it 43 

plays an anticipatory role in that it subsequently impacts task switching. 44 

45 
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Significance 46 

 47 

In this study we identify a peptide-induced circuit modification (induction of an outward current) 48 

that does not immediately promote the establishment of a behaviorally appropriate network 49 

configuration.  We ask why this might occur, and present data that strongly suggest that it plays an 50 

important role during task switching.  Specifically, our data suggest that the outward current we 51 

characterize plays a role in the negative biasing that is seen in the mollusc Aplysia when there is a 52 

transition from egestive to ingestive activity.  It is possible that the mechanism that we describe 53 

operates in other species.  A negative effect of egestion on subsequent ingestion is observed 54 

throughout the animal kingdom. 55 

 56 

57 
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Introduction  58 

 59 

It is widely recognized that a modulator, or group of modulators, can be released under a 60 

particular set of circumstances and can modify circuit parameters so that an appropriate network 61 

configuration is assumed.  For example, a starved fly releases short NPF (sNPF), which facilitates 62 

neurotransmitter release from olfactory neurons and stimulates food search.  In contrast, when 63 

flies feed, insulin-related peptides suppress the transcription of the sNPF receptor (Root et al., 64 

2011).  Our research demonstrates that effects of a modulator can be apparently 65 

“counterproductive” in that they impede rather than promote the creation of a behaviorally 66 

appropriate network configuration.  This leads to the obvious question, why is the modulator 67 

released?  We test a hypothesis suggested by the fact that the modulatory effects we study persist 68 

and outlast the phase of behavior in which release occurs.  This suggests a potential ‘anticipatory’ 69 

role in task switching.  We present data that support this idea. 70 

 71 

Our experiments were conducted in the feeding network of the mollusc, Aplysia.  This network 72 

controls movements of the radula, the organ that is used to grasp food and move it into the buccal 73 

cavity (Krings et al., 2019).  Feeding movements in Aplysia can be either egestive or ingestive 74 

(Kupfermann, 1974).  When movements are egestive the radula closes as it protracts, which 75 

pushes food (or an object) out of the buccal cavity (Morton and Chiel, 1993a, b).  When 76 

movements are ingestive the radula closes as it retracts pulling food in.   77 

 78 

Egestive and ingestive movements are both central pattern generator (CPG) mediated (Cropper et 79 

al., 2017).  In vitro, egestive activity can be triggered by activation of an ‘egestive’ input to the 80 
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feeding CPG, the esophageal nerve (EN) (e.g., Proekt et al., 2004; Friedman et al., 2009; Dacks and 81 

Weiss, 2013; Siniscalchi et al., 2016).  Ingestive activity can be triggered by activation of an 82 

‘ingestive’ input, the command-like neuron CBI-2 (Rosen et al., 1991; Church and Lloyd, 1994; 83 

Sanchez and Kirk, 2001; Morgan et al., 2002).  However, if a single cycle of motor activity is 84 

triggered in a previously quiescent preparation an ‘intermediate’ cycle of activity is most 85 

commonly generated (Proekt et al., 2004).  Motor neurons fire at relatively low frequencies and 86 

antagonistic motor neurons are coactive.  When multiple cycles of activity are generated, the 87 

situation changes.  For example, with repeated stimulation of the EN, activity becomes more and 88 

more egestive (Proekt et al., 2004; Friedman et al., 2009; Friedman et al., 2015). 89 

 90 

As activity becomes egestive, the B8 neurons receive increased synaptic input and their firing 91 

frequency increases (Proekt et al., 2004; Friedman et al., 2009;  Wang et al., 2019).  In this study 92 

we demonstrate that as activity becomes egestive, a persistent current also develops in B8 that is 93 

outward rather than inward.  Dynamic clamp introduction of the current decreases excitability.  94 

Thus, induction of the outward current is counterproductive in that it tends to oppose the firing 95 

frequency increase that results from the increase in synaptic drive.  96 

 97 

Previous studies demonstrated that negative biasing is observed after a bout of egestive activity 98 

(Proekt et al., 2004; Proekt et al., 2007).  Namely, when there is an attempt to switch to ingestion it 99 

cannot be done.  For example, stimulation of the ingestive CPG input (CBI-2) triggers a cycle of 100 

activity that is egestive.  We hypothesized that the outward current induced when egestive 101 

priming occurs might be partially responsible for this biasing.  Consistent with this idea we 102 

demonstrate that the outward current persists long enough to be present during a task switch.  103 
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Further dynamic clamp manipulation of the current impacts the ingestive vs. egestive nature of 104 

cycles of activity induced during switching.  In summary, we demonstrate that the physiological 105 

significance of a persistent current induced under one set of circumstances may not become 106 

apparent until there is a subsequent task switch. 107 

 108 

Material and Methods 109 

 110 

Animals 111 

 112 

Adult sea slugs (Aplysia california) were purchased from Marinus Scientific (Long Beach, CA) and 113 

maintained in artificial seawater (ASW) (Instant Ocean, Cincinnati, OH) at 15-18 o C. Aplysia are 114 

hermaphrodites, and are therefore both male and female. Animals weighing 150-200 g were 115 

anesthetized by injection of 90-120 ml isotonic (i.e., 337 mM) MgCl2. Cerebral and buccal ganglia 116 

were dissected out with the cerebral-buccal connectives, esophageal, and buccal nerves intact. The 117 

connective tissue surrounding ganglia was removed while ganglia were bathed in a solution 118 

containing 50% ASW (in mM: 460 NaCl, 10 KCl, 55 MgCl2, 11 CaCl2, and 10 HEPES buffer, pH7.6) 119 

and 50% isotonic MgCl2. Desheathed ganglia were then superfused with ASW at 0.3 ml/min and 120 

maintained at ~ 14-17 o C.  A reduced preparation consisting of only the buccal ganglia was used in 121 

experiments where effects of peptides on B8 currents and excitability were measured. When 122 

currents were induced by exogenous peptides, buccal hemiganglia were truncated near the buccal 123 

commissure to improve the space clamp.  124 

 125 
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Cell identification 126 

 127 

Neurons were identified based on their location, size, electrophysiological, and morphological 128 

characteristics. Neurons recorded from in these experiments are CBI-2 (cerebral-buccal 129 

interneuron 2) and B8. CBI-2 is a command-like neuron that triggers ingestive motor programs 130 

(Rosen et al., 1991). It is located in the M-cluster of the cerebral ganglion (Rosen et al., 1991; 131 

Hurwitz et al., 1999). B8 is a radula closer motor neuron and it is located on the ventrolateral 132 

surface of the buccal ganglion (Morton and Chiel, 1993b, a).  133 

 134 

Electrophysiological recordings 135 

 136 

Intracellular recordings were obtained using glass micropipettes filled with a 0.6 M K2SO4 and 60 137 

mM KCl electrolyte solution. Electrodes were fabricated using a Flaming/Brown micropipette 138 

puller (Sutter Instrument Co., Novato, CA) to yield a final resistance of 6-10 MΩ. Electrodes were 139 

held in HS-2A headstages (Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA) connected to AxoClamp 2B amplifiers 140 

(Molecular Devices). Extracellular nerve recordings were obtained from the EN and I2 nerves 141 

using polyethelene suction electrodes connected to a Model 1700 differential AC amplifier 142 

(bandpass 0.1–1 kHz) (A-M Systems; San Diego, CA). Both intracellular and extracellular signals 143 

were digitized using a Digidata 1320A (Molecular Devices). Data were acquired using Clampex for 144 

voltage clamp experiments, or AxoScope software (Molecular Devices).  145 

 146 
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Classification of feeding motor programs  147 

 148 

Feeding behaviors in Aplysia can be classified as egestive or ingestive (Kupfermann, 1974; Morton 149 

and Chiel, 1993b, a). In both cases the radula (food-grasping organ) initially protracts.  150 

Subsequently the radula retracts. Behaviors differ in the relative timing of radula opening and 151 

closing. In ingestion, the radula is open during protraction and closed during retraction (Morton 152 

and Chiel, 1993a, b). This pulls food into the mouth. In egestion, the radula is open during 153 

retraction and closed during protraction.  This pushes food out (Morton and Chiel, 1993a, b).  154 

 155 

In vitro, motor activity was classified as has been previously described (Morton and Chiel, 1993a, 156 

b; Jing and Weiss, 2001, 2002; Jing et al., 2004; Proekt et al., 2004; Proekt et al., 2007; Friedman 157 

and Weiss, 2010).  The protraction phase of the motor program was monitored by recording from 158 

the I2 nerve, which contains the axons of protraction motor neurons (Hurwitz and Susswein, 159 

1996; Nargeot et al., 1999; Morgan et al., 2000; Jing and Weiss, 2001, 2002).  Retraction was 160 

defined by the cessation of activity in the I2 nerve and by depolarization in B8.  Radula closing was 161 

monitored by recording from the B8 motor neurons (Morton and Chiel, 1993a, b).  Activity was 162 

classified as ingestive when the B8 firing frequency during protraction was less than 3.5 Hz, the 163 

firing frequency during retraction was greater than 4.5 Hz, and the ratio of the two numbers was 164 

less than 0.65 (Morgan et al., 2000; Morgan et al., 2002). Activity was classified as egestive when 165 

the B8 firing frequency during protraction was more than 3.5 Hz, the firing frequency during 166 

retraction was less than 2.5 Hz, and the ratio of the two numbers was greater than 2.0 (Morgan et 167 

al., 2000; Morgan et al., 2002). Motor activity was considered intermediate when B8 fired at a low 168 

frequency during both protraction and retraction (Proekt et al., 2004; Dacks and Weiss, 2013).  169 
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 170 

Induction of ingestive and egestive repetition priming 171 

 172 

Ingestive motor programs were triggered using CBI-2, which receives excitatory input from 173 

sensory neurons activated by food (Rosen et al., 1991). CBI-2 was intracellularly stimulated during 174 

the protraction phase of the motor program at 9 Hz with brief (15 ms) current pulses to elicit one-175 

for-one action potentials (e.g., Friedman and Weiss, 2010). Single cycles of motor activity triggered 176 

in this manner most commonly had intermediate characteristics (as has been previously reported) 177 

(Proekt et al., 2004). Activity became ingestive when we ‘primed’ preparations by repeatedly 178 

inducing motor activity with a relatively short intercycle interval (ICI) (Proekt et al., 2004). In 179 

most experiments we stimulated CBI-2 so that 7-10 cycles of motor activity were triggered with 180 

30 sec between the termination of the retraction phase of one cycle and the initiation of the 181 

protraction phase of the following cycle (Friedman and Weiss, 2010).  182 

 183 

Egestive motor programs were triggered via extracellular stimulation of a branch of the EN that 184 

contains processes of sensory neurons innervating the gut (Kuslansky et al., 1987).  To induce 185 

priming, the EN was stimulated continuously with ~4-8 V, 3 ms pulses at 2 Hz for 2 min. The pulse 186 

amplitude was adjusted to elicit five successive cycles of activity (Fig. 1A) (Proekt et al., 2004; 187 

Friedman et al., 2009; Siniscalchi et al., 2016).  188 

 189 
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Exogenous Peptides 190 

 191 

Lyophilized aliquots of peptides were dissolved in 50-100 μl of de-ionized H2O, then diluted to 192 

working concentrations in the carrier solution for bath perfusion. Carrier solutions were either 193 

ASW, high divalent ASW (Hi Di;  368 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 101 mM MgCl2, 13.8 mM CaCl2, and 10 194 

mM HEPES, pH7.6), or ASW containing 40 μM tetrodotoxin citrate (Tocris Bioscience). 195 

 196 

Voltage clamp characterization of currents induced during motor programs  197 

 198 

Two-electrode voltage clamp (TEVC) techniques were utilized to characterize currents induced in 199 

B8 during motor programs.  In these experiments B8 was held at its normal resting membrane 200 

potential (-60 mV) and tonic currents were evaluated by calculating the mean current in the 2 s 201 

period preceding each cycle of the motor program (Perkins et al., 2018).  Phasic (presumably 202 

synaptic) currents were evaluated by measuring the peak total inward current induced in B8 203 

during protraction and subtracting any tonic current that was present (Perkins et al., 2018). 204 

 205 

Voltage clamp characterization of currents induced by EN stimulation and peptide application 206 

 207 

In some experiments, currents were measured using a step protocol.  Steps ranged from -100 mV 208 

to -50 mV or -40 mV and were delivered in 10 mV increments with an interval of 5– 90 sec.  Steps 209 

to membrane potentials closer to the holding potential were applied every 5 – 15 sec, whereas 210 

steps far away from the holding potential were separated by 60 - 90 sec. Steady-state current-211 

voltage curves were constructed by averaging the clamp current in the last 100 ms of the voltage 212 
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step.  In other experiments currents were measured using a ramp protocol. Ramps were delivered 213 

either in ascending or descending order from -100 mV to -40 mV at 5 mV/sec.  214 

 215 

To characterize currents induced by modulators or nerve stimulation, difference curves were 216 

generated by subtracting currents generated under control conditions from currents induced by 217 

peptides or by stimulating the EN.  In EN experiments, it was not possible to deliver all the voltage 218 

steps in a single run (the current did not persist long enough).  Consequently, one or two voltage 219 

steps were delivered at a time.  Preparations were rested for 30 min and the next set of steps 220 

applied. This was repeated until the full voltage range had been covered.  221 

 222 

Effects of peptides and EN stimulation on excitability 223 

 224 

To determine effects of peptides and EN stimulation on B8 excitability, action potentials were 225 

elicited by injecting 2-4 nA, 3 or 4 sec constant current depolarizing pulses every 30 sec. The 226 

specific amount of current injected in an individual experiment was selected to generate a 227 

relatively consistent number of spikes under control conditions.  The number of spikes triggered 228 

under control conditions was then compared to the number of spikes triggered after either EN 229 

stimulation or peptide application.  Three stable responses were obtained before each 230 

experimental manipulation. The control excitability was calculated by averaging the number of 231 

spikes triggered during these three trials.  232 

 233 
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Dynamic clamp manipulation of currents 234 

 235 

Dynamic clamp experiments utilized the NetClamp 236 

http://systemsneuroscience.website/NetClamp/ suite of Dynamic Clamp software and a National 237 

Instruments PCI-6036E data acquisition board as has been described (Perkins et al., 2018). In 238 

general, the dynamic clamp current was calculated using the following equation: 239 

 240 

 * * *( )p p
x x x x xI g m h V E  (1) 241 

In our experiments V is the membrane potential of B8, x the modeled outward current, mx the 242 

activation gate , hx the inactivation gate, ḡx the maximum conductance, Ex the reversal potential, 243 

and p and q are non-negative integers. Activation and inactivation depend on V in a sigmoidal 244 

fashion: 245 

 246 

                   (2) 247 

Where x is an activation or inactivation gate (i.e., m or h in Equation 1).  To model the current 248 

induced by egestive priming or FRFa we sought to capture its notable features, i.e., the fact that it 249 

reversed at a membrane potential that was more hyperpolarized than the normal resting 250 

membrane potential, and the fact the current induced increased with depolarization.  We created a 251 

1 ( ( ) )

1( )
1 exp(( ) / )

0.02

x

x x

x

dx x V x
dt

x V
V V k
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single-model current with voltage-dependent activation and inactivation that captured these 252 

features as follows: 253 

 254 

                                                                           (3) 255 

 256 

The parameters for the current, IEgst are listed in Table 1.  257 

 258 

 259 

When simultaneous dynamic clamp current and constant current injection were required, the 260 

constant current injection was generated via a TTL trigger to the step command input of the 261 

AxoClamp 2B, which was connected to the National Instrument board. The dynamic clamp 262 

frequency was set at 5 kHz.  263 

 264 

Statistics 265 

 266 

Data were analyzed in Clampfit and Spike 2 (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, United 267 

Kingdom) and organized in Excel. Data were plotted and analyzed in Prism (GraphPad Software, 268 

San Diego, CA).  Error bars indicate SEMs and the significance level was set at p<0.05 (*p<0.05; 269 

**p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001; n.s., p>0.05). Where applicable, measurements under 270 

different conditions were treated as repeated measures as indicated in the text.  Throughout the 271 

results, n refers to the number of preparations. 272 

 273 

IEgst  gEgst *mEgst
p *hEgst

q *(V  EEgst )
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Results 274 

 275 

Previous experiments established that egestive repetition priming occurs in the Aplysia feeding 276 

network (Proekt et al., 2004; Proekt et al., 2007; Friedman et al., 2009; Friedman et al., 2015).  277 

Specifically, when cycles of motor activity are repeatedly triggered by stimulating the EN they 278 

become more and more egestive.  An egestive motor program is defined as one in which the B8 279 

radula closer motor neurons fire at a relatively high frequency during the radula protraction 280 

phase of the motor program (if the radula closes as it moves forward food is pushed out of the 281 

buccal cavity) (Kupfermann, 1974; Morton and Chiel, 1993a, b).  282 

  283 

A previous study sought to determine whether the progressive increase in the B8 firing frequency 284 

observed during egestive priming was paralleled by an increase in synaptic input (Wang et al., 285 

2019).  In these experiments priming was induced (as shown in Fig. 1A) and we simultaneously 286 

recorded from two B8 neurons.  One recording was obtained under current clamp conditions 287 

(middle trace in Fig. 1B) to verify that priming occurred, i.e., that the B8 firing frequency 288 

increased.  The second recording was obtained under voltage clamp techniques (top trace in Fig. 289 

1B) to determine whether there was an increase in the inward current induced during the 290 

protraction phase of the motor program, i.e., during the phase of the motor program in which 291 

there is a firing frequency increase.  We found that the inward current during protraction did 292 

increase (Wang et al., 2019).  We now report that additionally a small persistent (tonic) current 293 

also develops in B8 as priming develops (Fig. 1C; for the comparison of the current before and 294 

after priming, paired t test; n=6; t (5) = 3.5, p = 1.7 x 10-2).  Interestingly, however this current is 295 

outward rather than inward and would be expected to decrease rather than increase excitability.  296 
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However, the outward current is apparently small relative to the phasic inward current (Fig. 1B), 297 

i.e., the net current (phasic minus tonic) is significantly inward (Fig. 1D; for the comparison of the 298 

net current before and after priming, paired t test; t(5) = 5.6, p = 2.5 x 10-3).  Consequently, the net 299 

effect is a firing frequency increase (Wang et al., 2019). 300 

 301 

Although the tonic outward current that developed during EN stimulation was relatively small at 302 

the B8 holding potential (-60 mV), if it was voltage dependent it could be larger during protraction 303 

when B8 receives depolarizing synaptic input.  If so, current induction could significantly impact 304 

excitability.  To determine whether this is likely to be the case we measured B8 excitability before 305 

and after EN stimulation by injecting depolarizing constant current pulses (Fig. 2A, 2B).  Pulses of 306 

different sizes were injected to cover a range of B8 firing frequencies.  EN stimulation had a 307 

significant effect when relatively small current pulses were injected so that ~ 7 spikes were 308 

triggered in B8 (Fig. 2A; one-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=6; F(1.4,7.0)= 132.6, p=1.0 x 10-4; 309 

Tukey’s post hoc comparisons, p < 1.0 x 10-4 for control vs. EN, p = 3.0 x 10-4 for EN vs. recovery, 310 

and p=0.1 for control vs. recovery).  Additionally, EN stimulation was effective when larger 311 

current pulses were injected so that ~14 spikes were triggered (Fig. 2B; one-way repeated 312 

measures ANOVA; n=6; F(1.3,6.6)= 41.9, p=3.0 x 10-4; Tukey’s post hoc comparisons, p=3.3 x 10-3 for 313 

control vs. EN, p = 1.5 x 10-3 for EN vs. recovery, and p=1.0 for control vs. recovery).   314 

 315 

To confirm that current induction itself can modify excitability it is necessary to manipulate it.  316 

This can be accomplished using dynamic clamp techniques if the IV characteristics of the current 317 

are known.  To characterize the current, we held B8 at -60 mV (its normal resting potential) and 318 

its steady state current-voltage relationship was determined by applying 2 s command steps that 319 
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ranged from -100 mV to -50 mV in 10 mV increments (Fig. 3A1).  Although voltages more 320 

depolarized than -50 mV were of interest, depolarizations beyond this point trigger spiking in the 321 

B8 axon in the intact buccal ganglion (the preparation required to study effects of endogenous 322 

modulator release from the EN).  Currents induced by EN stimulation were computed by 323 

subtracting currents measured in the rested preparation from currents measured after 2 min of 324 

EN stimulation (Fig. 3A1).  EN stimulation induced a current that reversed and was outward at 325 

more depolarized potentials (Fig. 3A2; n=7).  In other experiments B8 was again held at -60 mV, 326 

and currents were measured using a ramp protocol (-100 mV to -50 mV at 5 mV/sec).  Results 327 

were qualitatively similar (Fig. 3B; n=7). 328 

 329 

During motor programs B8 receives synaptic input and reaches potentials that are more 330 

depolarized than -50 mV (the limit of the EN voltage clamp experiments) (e.g., Fig. 1B).  Steps to 331 

potentials more depolarized than -50 mV are only possible when the B8 axon is truncated.  332 

However, the surgery that is necessary to accomplish this generally disrupts the network of 333 

neurons that mediate motor activity.  To identify an alternative to EN stimulation that could be 334 

used to induce the current of interest we conducted experiments designed to determine whether 335 

we could identify the neurotransmitter that is responsible for the excitability decrease.  336 

(Experiments in which currents are induced via application of exogenous substances can be 337 

conducted in dissected preparations.) 338 

 339 

Previous studies demonstrated that neuropeptides released from CPG inputs play a predominant 340 

role in the induction of the egestive state (Jing et al., 2007; Vilim et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010; 341 

Friedman et al., 2015).  Four types of peptides are released when the EN is stimulated; the small 342 
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cardioactive peptides (SCPs), FMRFamide, the FRFamide peptides, and an Aplysia version of 343 

neuropeptide Y (apNPY) (Jing et al., 2007; Vilim et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2010).  We tested all four 344 

types of peptides.  The SCP precursor encodes two peptides; SCPa and SCPb (Mahon et al., 1985).  345 

Both peptides are present as a single copy, and have been described as having the same bioactivity 346 

(e.g., Lloyd et al., 1988).  Our experiments were conducted with SCPb.  The FRFamide peptides are 347 

part of a family of five peptides (FRFa-e) (Cropper et al., 1994; Vilim et al., 2010).  Our 348 

experiments were conducted with FRFa, which is the most abundant member of the family.    349 

 350 

When peptides were applied in normal ASW only two (FRFa and SCPb) mimicked the effect of EN 351 

stimulation (i.e., decreased B8 excitability) (Fig. 4A1, 4A2).  FMRFamide increased excitability (Fig. 352 

4B; one-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=5; F(1.96, 7.83)=224.0, p=1.0 x 10-6; Tukey’s post hoc 353 

comparisons, control vs. peptide peak p= 1.3 x 10-4, control vs peptide steady state p=8.2 x 10-3, 354 

control vs recovery p=2.8 x 10-1, peptide peak vs. peptide steady state p=1.2 x 10-3, peak peptide 355 

vs recovery p=9.2 x 10-5, peptide steady state vs recovery p=4.4 x 10-3).  apNPY induced 356 

intermittent spontaneous activity when it was applied in ASW making it difficult to assess direct 357 

effects on B8 (not shown).  When it was applied in a high divalent (HiDi) saline (where there was 358 

little to no impact on spontaneous activity) it had no effect at either a high or low concentration 359 

(Fig. 4C; one-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=5; for application at 0.1 M, F(1.69, 6.76)=1.7, 360 

p=0.2442; for application at 10 M, F(1.11, 4.45)=1.2, p=0.33).  To determine whether their effects 361 

were direct, FRFa and SCPb were applied in HiDi.  The switch to HiDi had no impact on results 362 

obtained with FRFa (Fig. 4A1; two-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=10; for the effect of peptide 363 

application, F(2,16)= 330.5, p< 1.0 x 10-7; Bonferroni’s post hoc comparisons, ASW control vs. 364 

peptide p<1.0 x 10-4, ASW peptide vs. recovery p<1 x 10-4, ASW control vs. recovery p=1.0, Hi Di 365 
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control vs. peptide p<1.0 x 10-4, HiDi peptide vs. recovery p<1.0 x 10-4, Hi Di control vs. recovery 366 

p=1.0; for ASW vs. Hi Di, F(1,8)= 0.1, p=0.7, ASW peptide vs. Hi Di peptide p=1.0).  The switch did, 367 

however, impact results obtained with SCPb (Fig. 4A2; two-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=10; 368 

for the effect of peptide F(1.4,11.5)= 306.3, p<1.0 x 10-8, Bonferroni’s post hoc comparisons, ASW 369 

control vs. peptide p=6.3 x 10-4, ASW peptide vs. recovery p=4.4 x 10-4, ASW control vs. recovery 370 

p=0.2, HiDi control vs. peptide p=2.5 x 10-3, HiDi peptide vs. recovery p=1.1x 10-2, HiDi control vs. 371 

recovery p=1.0; for ASW vs. HiDi, F(1,8)= 45.7, p=1.4 x 10-4, ASW peptide vs. HiDi peptide p=1.4 x 372 

10-3). This indicates that effects of FRFa application are direct, whereas effects of SCPb application 373 

are primarily indirect.   374 

 375 

In the HiDi vs. ASW experiments shown in Figs. 4A1 and 4A2 peptides were applied at a 376 

concentration that is commonly used in CNS experiments (1 M; e.g., Furukawa et al., 2001; Jing et 377 

al., 2007; Jing et al., 2010; Vilim et al., 2010).  In some cases, peptides are inhibitory at one 378 

concentration, and excitatory at another (presumably due to activation of two types of receptors) 379 

(e.g., Brezina et al., 1995).  To determine whether FRFa is inhibitory at concentrations other than 1 380 

M we applied it at 0.1 M and 10 M.  In both cases inhibition was observed (Fig. 4B; for both 381 

concentrations one-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=5; for 0.1 M F(1.1, 4.3)=3.5 x 102, p=3.2 x 10-382 

3, Tukey’s post hoc comparisons, control vs. peptide p=8.2 x 10-3, peptide vs. recovery p=9.1 x 10-3, 383 

control vs. recovery p=0.18; for 10 M; F( 1.2, 5.0)= 2.5 x 103, p<1.0 x 10-7, Tukey’s post hoc 384 

comparisons, control vs. peptide p=2.0 x 10-7, peptide vs. recovery p<1.0 x 10-7, control vs. 385 

recovery p=8.8 x 10-1 ).  Taken together these data suggest that effects of EN stimulation are most 386 

likely to be mediated by release of the FRFamide peptides.  387 

 388 
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To confirm this, we sought to determine whether FRFa application occludes the effect of EN 389 

stimulation.   We measured B8 excitability after EN stimulation in normal ASW, and after EN 390 

stimulation in the presence of 5 M peptide (Fig. 5).  As expected EN stimulation decreased 391 

excitability in normal ASW (one-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=6; F(1.6, 7.8)=97.22, p<1.0 x 10-4, 392 

Tukey’s post hoc comparisons, control vs. EN stimulation p=2.0 x 10-4, control vs. recovery p=4.4 x 393 

10-1, EN stimulation vs. recovery p=5.0 x 10-4).  In experiments with preapplication of peptide, the 394 

FRFa application at the beginning of the experiment decreased excitability (as expected) (one-way 395 

repeated measures ANOVA; n=6; F(2.1, 10.3), p<1.0 x 10-4, Tukey’s post hoc comparisons, control vs. 396 

FRFa p=1.5 x 10-3).  Consequently, we increased the size of injected current pulses so that the 397 

number of spikes triggered in the presence of peptide was comparable to the number triggered 398 

before peptide (control vs. FRF plus current, p=3.8 x 10-1).  Finally, we stimulated the EN to 399 

determine whether a further excitability decrease would be observed.  We found that it was not 400 

(FRFa plus current vs. FRFa plus current post EN p=9.2 x 10-1).  These data indicate that FRFa 401 

plays a major role in mediating effects of EN stimulation on B8. 402 

 403 

To characterize effects of FRFa on B8 we conducted voltage clamp experiments in preparations in 404 

which the B8 axon was truncated.  This reduces the B8 length constant and makes it electrically 405 

more compact.  We induced currents using a ramp protocol that went from -100 mV to -40 mV at 5 406 

mV/sec. Currents induced by peptide were computed by subtracting currents measured in rested 407 

preparations from currents measured after peptide application. FRFa was applied in normal ASW, 408 

and in ASW containing 40 M TTX (to block activity in the ganglion).  Currents induced under the 409 

two conditions were not significantly different (Fig. 6; two-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=5; 410 

F(1,9)=1.0 x 10-2, p=0.9 ), and in the -100 to -50 mV range were qualitatively similar to currents 411 
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induced by EN stimulation.  Of particular interest, was the current induced at -40 mV (the 412 

potential we were not able to reach in the EN voltage clamp experiments).  The mean current at -413 

40 mV was larger than the current induced at -50 mV (Fig. 6; paired t test; n= 11; t(10)=13.1, 414 

p=1.0x10-7). 415 

 416 

Knowing the IV characteristics of the outward current enabled us to add it to B8 neurons using 417 

dynamic clamp techniques to determine whether excitability would be impacted.  We measured 418 

the current-frequency relationship in normal B8 neurons (no artificial current introduction) 419 

under control conditions, and after EN stimulation.  As expected EN stimulation decreased the 420 

slope of the current –frequency relationship.  The slope went from to 1.7 Hz/nA to 1.1 Hz/nA (Fig. 421 

7; filled circles vs. open circles; t test; n = 10 for control and n=4 for EN stimulation; t (20) =3.4, p 422 

=3.1 x 10-3).  We then compared this change to the decrease observed when the outward current 423 

was artificially introduced.  When the current was introduced at 100% gmax the slope was 1.2 424 

Hz/nA, which was less than the slope observed under control conditions (Fig. 7; filled black circles 425 

vs. filled green triangles; t test; n = 10 for control conditions and n=5 for dynamic clamp current 426 

addition with 100% gmax ; t (22) =2.8, p =1.1 x 10-2).  Further, it was not significantly different from 427 

the slope observed after EN stimulation (Fig. 7; filled green triangles vs. open circles; t test; t (8) 428 

=0.9, p =0.4).  To determine how dependent our results were on the specific parameters used, we 429 

reduced gmax so that it was 80%.  When the current was introduced this way the slope was 1.3 430 

Hz/nA, which was not significantly different from the slope at 100% gmax (Fig. 7 open green 431 

triangles vs. closed green triangles; t test; n=5 for 80% gmax ; t (9) =0.5, p =0.7).  These data indicate 432 

that dynamic clamp introduction of the outward current is sufficient to modify the B8 excitability.   433 

 434 
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Taken together, the above data indicate that an outward current is induced during egestive 435 

repetition priming that is ‘counterproductive’ in that it decreases rather than increases B8 436 

excitability.  Induction of this current is, to a large extent mediated by release of the FRFa peptides 437 

from the EN.  Peptide-mediated effects often persist beyond periods of neural activity.  It was of 438 

interest to determine whether this is also the case for the outward current characterized in this 439 

study because a persistent effect could play a role during task switching.  To test for persistence, 440 

we repeatedly stimulated the EN and measured the outward current induced by stepping to -55 441 

mV at various time points (Fig. 8A).  We found that the current did persist long enough to impact 442 

task switching, which can occur after ~30 sec (Fig. 8B; one-way ANOVA; n=9; F(6, 56)=10.76; p<1.0 443 

x 10-5). 444 

 445 

One type of task switching observed in Aplysia involves switches from egestive to ingestive 446 

behavior (Proekt et al., 2008).  When this occurs in vitro, biasing is observed.  If egestive priming is 447 

induced by repeatedly stimulating the EN and then a cycle of activity is triggered by stimulating 448 

the ingestive input to the feeding CPG (CBI-2) the cycle of activity is egestive (Proekt et al., 2004).  449 

(In a rested preparation a single cycle of CBI-2 induced activity is not egestive, instead it has 450 

intermediate characteristics.)  Thus, the bias has been referred to as ‘negative’ since CBI-2 triggers 451 

egestive rather than intermediate activity.  452 

 453 

To determine how egestive repetition priming impacts a series of CBI-2 induced cycles of activity 454 

(as opposed to a single cycle), we stimulated CBI-2 to characterize the progression of ingestive 455 

repetition priming when there is no task switch (Fig. 9A, left).  We then conducted experiments in 456 

which ingestive repetition priming was preceded by a bout of egestive priming (Fig. 9A, right).  457 
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Ingestive priming was altered (Fig. 9B; two-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=7; F(1,12)=6.2, p=2.8 458 

x 10-2).  For example, without the task switch the mean B8 firing frequency during retraction was 459 

~ 4 Hz (the frequency that induces functional closing (Friedman et al., 2009) during the third cycle 460 

of induced activity.  When there was a task switch B8 did not fire at this frequency until the 461 

seventh cycle.  These data indicate that ingestive priming occurs more slowly when there is a task 462 

switch, i.e., when ingestive activity is preceded by egestive activity. 463 

 464 

We hypothesized that the outward current induced during egestive priming was at least partially 465 

responsible for the negative biasing that we observed during the task switch.  To determine 466 

whether this was the case we triggered ingestive priming under normal conditions (no current 467 

addition) (Fig. 10A, left) and in the situation where the outward current was artificially added 468 

using the dynamic clamp (Fig. 10A, right).  We found that current addition had a significant effect 469 

(Fig. 10B; two-way repeated measures ANOVA; n=7; F(1,6)= 7.7, p=3.2 x 10-2).  With no current 470 

addition the B8 firing frequency was above 4 Hz in the third cycle.  When the current was added 471 

the B8 firing was still below 4 Hz in the seventh cycle.  In a second set of experiments we used 472 

dynamic clamp techniques to subtract the outward current.  Thus, we induced negative biasing 473 

under normal conditions (no subtraction; Fig. 11A, left) and with the outward current subtracted 474 

(Fig. 11A, right).  Current subtraction had a significant effect (Fig. 11B; two-way ANOVA; n=4 for 475 

both negative biasing without current addition and with current addition; F(1,41)= 59.9, p<1.0 x 10-476 

4).  Taken together, these data indicate that induction of the outward current plays an important 477 

role during negative biasing. 478 

 479 
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Discussion  480 

 481 

Network activity is often configured by modulatory neurotransmitters (Bargmann, 2012; Marder, 482 

2012).  One modulator (or set of modulators) produces one type of output whereas a second set of 483 

modulators produces a second output. Further, modulators that produce different outputs are 484 

often released under different conditions.  Consequently, in one set of circumstances modulators 485 

are released that configure activity so that an output is generated that is appropriate at the time.  486 

When circumstances change, different modulators are released and a different output is 487 

generated.  In this situation, a modulator is not expected to exert an effect that is 488 

“counterproductive” in the sense that it impedes rather than promotes the establishment of the 489 

configuration that is appropriate when release occurs. In this study we identify a situation where 490 

this happens.  Further, we present data that strongly suggest that a modulatory effect that is 491 

counterproductive when release occurs can play an anticipatory that is important when there is a 492 

task switch. 493 

 494 

An outward current is induced during egestive priming in the feeding network 495 

 496 

Our experiments were conducted in the feeding network in Aplysia, a system which undergoes 497 

repetition priming (Proekt et al., 2004; Friedman and Weiss, 2010; Cropper et al., 2014; Friedman 498 

et al., 2015; Siniscalchi et al., 2016).  When a single cycle of motor activity is triggered by 499 

stimulating either an ingestive or egestive input to the feeding CPG, it has “intermediate” 500 

characteristics.  Motor neurons fire at low frequencies and antagonists are coactive.  With 501 

repeated input activation, however, phase definition occurs.  With repeated stimulation of the 502 
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esophageal nerve (EN) (which contains processes of gut afferents (Kuslansky et al., 1987)) activity 503 

becomes egestive (Proekt et al., 2004; Zhurov et al., 2005; Friedman et al., 2015; Siniscalchi et al., 504 

2016).  This is manifested as progressive increases in the firing frequency of the B8 radula closer 505 

motor neurons during the radula protraction phase of the motor program.  (Radula closing during 506 

protraction pushes food out.)  507 

 508 

 Previous studies that sought to determine why firing frequency increases during egestive 509 

repetition priming demonstrated that B8 receives increased synaptic input (Proekt et al., 2004; 510 

Proekt et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2019).  To a large extent this input is from an interneuron, B20.  511 

The B20 firing frequency increases during egestive priming in part because peptides (the SCPs) 512 

are released when EN afferents are activated (Wu et al., 2010).  The SCPs increase the excitability 513 

of B20, and increase the excitability of a second interneuron (B65) that provides excitatory drive 514 

to B20 (Wu et al., 2010).  Finally, in addition to increases in B20 activity SCP potentiates B20-B8 515 

synaptic transmission (Wu et al., 2010).  516 

 517 

Here we demonstrate that in addition to the increase in synaptic drive a persistent current is 518 

induced in B8 as egestive priming develops.  This current is outward rather than inward.  Our data 519 

indicate that it is to a large extent induced by a second family of peptides (the FRFamide peptides) 520 

that are released when the EN is stimulated (Vilim et al., 2010).  Interestingly, the induction of the 521 

outward current is “counterproductive” during egestive priming because it decreases the B8 522 

excitability.  The B8 firing frequency increases anyway because there is such a large increase in 523 

synaptic drive.  This leads to the question, why is the current induced?  We show that the outward 524 

current persists for minutes.  When Aplysia feed they can switch from one type of behavior to 525 
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another in this time frame (Nagahama and Shin, 1998; Proekt et al., 2008).  Thus, the induction of 526 

the current could be important when there is a task switch. 527 

 528 

A role for the outward current during task switching 529 

 530 

The readiness with which task switching in the feeding network occurs depends on whether it is a 531 

switch from egestion to ingestion or a switch from ingestion to egestion (Proekt et al., 2004; Dacks 532 

and Weiss, 2013; Wang et al., 2019).  Thus, task switching in Aplysia is asymmetrical as it is in 533 

other systems (Yeung and Monsell, 2003; Kiesel et al., 2010; Barutchu et al., 2013).  In the egestion 534 

to ingestion direction a ‘negative’ bias has been reported (Proekt et al., 2004; Dacks and Weiss, 535 

2013; Wang et al., 2019).  In these studies egestive repetition priming was induced by repeatedly 536 

stimulating the EN.  Subsequently, a cycle of activity was triggered using CBI-2 (the ingestive input 537 

to the feeding CPG).  This cycle of activity was egestive.  Here we elaborate on this finding and 538 

demonstrate that it is not just a single cycle that is impacted by a prior bout of egestive priming.  539 

Effects of egestive priming persist, and last for minutes.  Consequently, a series of several CBI-2 540 

induced cycles of activity is impacted by a prior bout of egestive activity.   541 

 542 

We show that negative biasing is manifested as depressed activity in the B8 radula closer motor 543 

neurons during the radula retraction phase of the motor program (Fig. 9).  For example, when 544 

negative biasing is observed, the B8 firing frequency remains below 4 Hz for several cycles of 545 

activity.  When B8 fires at this rate there is virtually no measurable radula closing (Friedman et al., 546 

2009).  In principle, depressed B8 activity could result from either a reduction in excitability, 547 

and/or reduced synaptic input.  Here we demonstrate that the persistent outward current that is 548 
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induced during egestive priming produces an excitability decrease (Fig. 7).  Further we conduct 549 

dynamic clamp addition and subtraction experiments, which demonstrate that manipulation of 550 

the outward current significantly impacts the B8 firing frequency during motor activity (Figs. 10-551 

11).  Taken together these data strongly suggest that at least one function of the outward current 552 

is that it plays a role during negative biasing.  553 

 554 

Switches between ingestive and egestive behavior 555 

 556 

Relatively dynamic switching between feeding behaviors has been described in multiple species 557 

including mammals (Dinardo and Travers, 1994).  In molluscs, switches between egestive and 558 

ingestive activity apparently occur under more than one circumstance.  For example, in a 559 

laboratory setting egestion can be induced by stretch of the esophagus (Croll and Davis, 1981, 560 

1982).  It has been suggested that in this situation a reflex has been triggered that is important 561 

under physiological conditions because it results in the expulsion of an object that cannot be 562 

injected (i.e., it ‘clears’ the esophagus).  In Aplysia rejection is often triggered using a polyethylene 563 

tube (Kupfermann, 1974; Cropper et al., 1990; Morton and Chiel, 1993a; Horn and Kupfermann, 564 

2002).  The tube is either inserted, or pulled into the buccal cavity by the animal so that it acts as a 565 

postingestive stimulus. Clearing responses can presumably be triggered at any point during a 566 

meal.  Additionally, when Aplysia feed continuously for a prolonged period of time there is a 567 

progressive decrease in the fraction of ingestive responses, and a progressive increase in the 568 

number of egestive and intermediate responses (Jing et al., 2007).  Presumably, this change 569 

represents a switch to a satiety state.   In both types of circumstances, a negative effect of egestion 570 
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on ingestion is presumably beneficial.  It will either reduce the tendency to ingest something that 571 

is inedible and/or will contribute to satiation. 572 

 573 

Negative biasing as a preparatory state 574 

 575 

What we demonstrate is in some respects similar to the idea of a ‘preparatory’ or anticipatory 576 

state. Previously described preparatory states differ however in that they most commonly 577 

promote a subsequent behavior or event.  For example, in tasks where there is a delay period in 578 

between an instruction and go cue, the overall response to an expected stimulus is often improved 579 

(e.g., Rosenbaum, 1980; Riehle and Requin, 1993; Churchland et al., 2006; Michaels et al., 2015).  580 

In the feeding system of Aplysia, activity in the serotonergic metacerebral cells (MCCs) can 581 

decrease the latency of subsequent motor program initiation (Proekt and Weiss, 2003).  Further, a 582 

previous bout of ingestive activity can promote a subsequent bout of egestion via a latent 583 

modulatory effect (Dacks and Weiss, 2013). The results of the present study differ in that we 584 

describe carryover of a ‘negative’ effect.  It is interesting to note that a recent computational 585 

report that studied learning induced changes in a model of the feeding network manipulated 586 

individual sites of plasticity to determine how each site impacted the establishment of an overall 587 

engram (Costa et al., 2020).  Although most individual effects positively contributed to the 588 

establishment of the engram, one did not.  Thus, ‘counterproductive’ modifications of circuit 589 

parameters may be more common than is currently recognized. 590 

 591 

In conclusion, we identify a persistent circuit modification (induction of an outward current) that 592 

does not immediately promote the establishment of a behaviorally appropriate network 593 
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configuration.  We ask why this occurs, and determine whether it could influence task switching.  594 

We present data that strongly support the idea that it does.  In particular, our data suggest that the 595 

outward current plays an important role in the negative biasing that is seen when there is a 596 

transition from egestive to ingestive activity.  In effect induction of the outward current 597 

anticipates the transition.  It is possible that the mechanism that we describe operates in other 598 

species and systems.  A negative effect of egestion on subsequent ingestion is observed in many 599 

species. 600 

  601 
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Figure Legends 747 

 748 

Figure 1: An outward current is induced during egestive repetition priming.  A.  Five cycles of 749 

motor activity were generated by stimulating the esophageal nerve (EN) for two minutes.  B.  The 750 

top trace is a recording from a B8 radula closer motor neuron under voltage clamp conditions; the 751 

dashed line marks the B8 holding potential (-60 mV).  The middle trace is a current clamp B8 752 

recording, and the bottom trace is an extracellular recording from the I2 nerve.  All recordings 753 

were made simultaneously.  The bars under the recordings mark the protraction (closed bar) and 754 

retraction (open bar) phases of the motor program.  C.  Mean tonic currents recorded just before 755 

the first and fifth cycles.  Plotted are means + SEMs with overlying scatter plots (n=6).  Note that 756 

currents are outward, and the current after the fifth cycle is larger than the current after the first 757 

cycle.  D.  Mean net (synaptic-tonic) currents for cycle 1 vs. cycle 5.  Note that net currents are 758 

inward, and that the cycle 5 current is larger than the cycle 1 current. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 759 

 760 

Figure 2:  EN stimulation reduces the excitability of B8.  In (A, left) and (B, left) excitability was 761 

measured by injecting constant current pulses before EN stimulation (control) and ~ 30 sec after 762 

egestive repetition priming (after EN).  The dashed lines indicate the resting membrane potential 763 

before EN stimulation.  Recovery recordings were obtained ~ 10 min after EN stimulation.  In (A) 764 

small current pulses were injected that triggered ~ 7 spikes prior to EN stimulation.  In (B) pulses 765 

were larger and triggered ~ 14 spikes.  In both cases EN stimulation produced a significant 766 

decrease in spike number (n=6 for both (A) and (B)). n.s.,  **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001  767 
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 768 

Figure 3:  IV characteristics of the current induced by egestive priming.  A.  Measurement of 769 

currents using a step protocol.  B8 was held at -60 mV and the steady state current-voltage 770 

relationship was determined by applying 2 sec steps that ranged from -100 mV to -50 mV in 10 771 

mV increments (A1).  Note that priming induced a current that reversed at ~-80 mV and was 772 

outward at more depolarized potentials (A2; n=7).  The inset in A2 shows sample recordings of 773 

current steps injected before EN stimulation (pre-test), after EN stimulation (30 s post EN), and 774 

results of the subtraction (subtracted).  B.  Measurements of currents using a ramp protocol.  B8 775 

was held at -60 mV and depolarized from -100 mV to -50 mV at 5 mV/sec.  Note that similar 776 

results were obtained (n=7).   777 

 778 

Figure 4: Effects of exogenous peptides on B8 excitability.  In A-D excitability was measured by 779 

injecting constant current pulses into B8 so that ~ 20 spikes were evoked.  The dashed lines 780 

indicate the resting membrane potential before peptide application.  A.  Peptides that mimic 781 

effects of EN stimulation.  Excitability was measured in normal ASW (black traces and data), and in 782 

a HiDi saline (red traces and data), before peptide application (control), in the presence of 1 M 783 

FRFa (A) and 1 M SCPb (B), and after peptide washout (recovery).  The switch to HiDi saline had 784 

no effect on results obtained by applying FRFa (n=5).  It did, however largely eliminate the effects 785 

of SCPb (n=5). B. FMRFamide increased excitability.  There was a peak increase and then 786 

excitability stabilized at a slightly lower, steady state level (n=5).  C.  apNPY had no effect on 787 

excitabiity applied at either a relatively low (0.1 M) or high (10 m) concentration (n=5).  D.  788 
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Effects of FRFa at a higher (10 M, n=5) and lower (0.1 M, n=5) concentration.  Note that effects 789 

are still inhibitory.  n.s., *p>0.05, **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001 790 

 791 

Figure 5: Effect of EN stimulation on B8 excitability in the presence of FRFa.  Excitability was 792 

measured by injecting constant current pulses into B8 so that ~ 20 spikes were triggered.  Effects 793 

of EN were initially determined in normal ASW (inset above left panel).  As expected EN 794 

stimulation decreased excitability.  Subsequently, effects of EN stimulation were determined in 5 795 

M FRFa using the protocol shown in the inset above the middle panel.  FRFa decreased 796 

excitability.  Consequently, the size of the current pulse was adjusted so that ~20 spikes were 797 

induced.  EN stimulation had no further effect on excitability.  After the occlusion experiment 798 

preparations were retested to verify that EN stimulation still reduced excitability (right panel) 799 

(n=6). n.s., **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 800 

 801 

Figure 6:  IV characteristics of the current induced by FRFa.  Currents were generated using a 802 

ramp protocol that went from -100 mV to -40 mV at 5 mV/sec.  Currents induced by peptide were 803 

computed by subtracting currents measured in rested preparations from currents measured after 804 

peptide application. The top traces in the inset are examples of raw traces, the bottom trace is the 805 

derived subtracted current.  Group data are plotted on the right.  Experiments were conducted 806 

when FRFa was applied in normal ASW (black), and when FRFamide was applied in ASW 807 

containing 40 M TTX (red).  Note the similarity between the currents induced under the two 808 

conditions (n=5).   809 

 810 
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Figure 7:  Dynamic clamp introduction of the outward current modifies the B8 current-frequency 811 

relationship.  Left, Recordings after injection of 4 sec constant current pulses of 1, 2, 3, and 4 nA. 812 

The resting membrane potential was -63 mV before current pulses were injected (control 813 

condition) and at the start of each dynamic clamp run.  It was -66 mV after EN stimulation.  Right, 814 

Recordings were obtained without artificial current injection (black traces and plots), before 815 

egestive priming (control; filled black circles; n=10) and 30 sec after EN stimulation (open black 816 

circles; n=4).  Additionally, recordings were obtained when the outward current was artificially 817 

added using dynamic clamp techniques (green traces and plots).  The current was added at 100% 818 

gmax  (filled green triangles; n=5) and at 80% gmax (open green triangles; n=5).  Note that the B8 819 

excitability was significantly decreased both by EN stimulation and dynamic clamp introduction of 820 

the outward current.  821 

 822 

Figure 8:  Persistence of the outward current.  The outward current was measured by holding B8 823 

at its normal resting potential (-60 mV) and stepping to -55 mV before (pre-test) and at selected 824 

time points after EN stimulation.  All pulses were subtracted from the same reference pulse 825 

delivered before the pre-test (ref) (n=9).   826 

 827 

Figure 9: Egestive priming has a negative effect on subsequent ingestive priming.  Ingestive 828 

priming was induced by repeated stimulation of CBI-2 so that cycles of activity were triggered 829 

every 30 sec (A, left; n=7).  Preparations were rested, and then negative biasing was induced, i.e., 830 

ingestive priming was preceded by a previous bout of egestive priming (A, right; n=7).  (B) plots 831 

the B8 firing frequency during the radula closing phase of the motor program under both 832 

conditions (negative biasing data are shown in red). Insets are recordings from the fifth cycle of 833 
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activity.  The top two traces are intracellular recordings from B8 and CBI-2, and the bottom trace 834 

is an extracellular recording from the I2 nerve.  The filled bar below the traces marks the radula 835 

protraction phase of the motor program.  The open bar marks the radula retraction phase.  The 836 

dashed line in the plot indicates the B8 frequency where functional closing is induced (~4 Hz).  837 

Note that ingestive priming occurred more slowly after EN stimulation. 838 

 839 

Figure 10:  Dynamic clamp addition of the outward current mimics effects of negative biasing.  840 

Preparations were either subjected to ingestive priming without current addition (A, left; n=7) or 841 

ingestive priming with current addition (A, right; n=7).  (B) plots the B8 firing frequency during 842 

the radula closing phase of the motor program under both conditions (data with the current added 843 

are shown in green). Insets are recordings from the fifth cycle of activity.  The top two traces are 844 

intracellular recordings from B8 and CBI-2, and the bottom trace is an extracellular recording 845 

from the I2 nerve.  The filled bar below the traces marks the radula protraction phase of the motor 846 

program.  The open bar marks the radula retraction phase.  The dashed line in the plot indicates 847 

the B8 frequency where functional closing is induced (~4 Hz).  Note that addition of the outward 848 

current slowed the rate at which ingestive priming occurred.  849 

 850 

Figure 11:  Dynamic clamp subtraction of the outward current alters the B8 firing frequency 851 

during negative biasing.  In some preparations we induced negative biasing under normal 852 

conditions (no current subtraction; A, left; n=4).  In other preparations negative biasing was 853 

induced with dynamic clamp subtraction of the outward current (A, right; n=4).  (B) plots the B8 854 

firing frequency during the radula closing phase of the motor program under both conditions 855 

(data with the current subtracted are shown in green). Insets are recordings from the fifth cycle of 856 
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activity.  The top two traces are intracellular recordings from B8 and CBI-2, and the bottom trace 857 

is an extracellular recording from the I2 nerve.  The filled bar below the traces marks the radula 858 

protraction phase of the motor program.  The open bar marks the radula retraction phase.  The 859 

dashed line in the plot indicates the B8 frequency where functional closing is induced (~4 Hz).  860 

Note that subtraction of the outward current had a significant effect. 861 

  862 
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Table 1.  Parameters used in dynamic clamp experiments 863 

 864 

  

gmax 

(nS) 

Erev 

(mV) 

Vm 

(mV) 

Km 

(mV) 

 

(ms)
p 

Vh 

(mV) 

Kh 

(mV) 

h 

(ms)
q 

IEgst 2 -80 -80 -5 20 1 -10 10 20 1 
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